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II.  COMMUNICA TIONS : ORALS

The Board of Governors ratified the following financing agreements.

a) Financing Agreements between the Board of Governors of
the ES

Brussels European Schools:
- Callahan Associates Int (UK) Ltd
- Starwood Hotels & Resort worldwing, inc.
European School, Brussels I:
- Prémaman, S.A.
European School, Culham :
- Basildon Chemicals Co. Ltd
- The Amerada Hess Ltd
- Dexion Group
European School, Karlsruhe :
- Robert Bosch GmbH x
- Praxis. Dr. Lutz Dürrschnabel
- Energieconsulting Freidelberg GmbH
- Gregorio Silipo Hotel Forst Hotel
- Die Danish National Element to Joint Headquarters Centre
- Spie Trindel - Moses & Partner Revision und Treuhand
GmbH
- Moses & Partner revision und Treuhand GmbH
- The Amerada Hess Ltd
- The Department of National Defence-Canada
- Witzenman GmbH
- EnBW ag
- Michelin Reifenwerke KGaA
- RD Software Denis Assanbaev
- Schroff GmbH
- Fa. Russ-Tankschutz
European School, Luxembourg :
- Ferrero International SA
- Nordea SA
- Prebon Yamane
- Deutsche Bank Luxemburg S.A
- Merger of Mobil Plastics Europe, Inc. with Exxon Mobil
Chemical Films Europe, Inc
European School, Varese :
- C.T.C. Consonni Contract, s.r
- EVC Rigid Film, European Vinyls Corporation (Italia)
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a) The UK and Luxembourg expressed concerns about the acceptance of category II agreements
in the Brussels Schools when these schools were becoming overcrowded.

b) Mr Kuhn announced that the written procedure concerning the Alicante-Frankfurt-am-Main
supplementary budget had been finalised and accordingly that the budget  had been  adopted.

Written - Emergency plan (2001-D-3510)

The Representative will ask the Schools to review their former emergency plans in the light of
recent events.

IV.  A. ITEMS

1. Adjustementof the remuneration of seconded staff, of the Representative of the Board o
Governors and of part-time teachers with effect from 1 July 2000 (2001-D-1710)

The German, Danish and Dutch delegations all abstained on point A1.

2. Change to the budget nomenclature (2001-D-1810)

3. Appointment of a Spanish secondary cycle Inspector (2001-D-1510)  :

Mrs Iglesias

4. Appointment of a Luxembourg secondary cycle Inspector (2001-D-4810)  :

Mr Reuland

5. Temporary appointment of a German secondary cycle Inspector (2001-D-3710) :

Mrs Kabisch

6. Working arrangements of the UK secondary cycle Inspector (2001-D-1410) :

Mr Bennett would be Inspector on the 1st February 2002.

Mr Pollard would help him in this role.

7. Appointment of A Irish primary cycle Inspector (111-D-2001)

Mrs Mc Hugh

VII. B. ITEMS :
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2. Enlargement of the European Union and repe’rcussions on the European Schools
(2001-D-7310)

The Board  voted regarding some of the points in section 8 of the document.

1.  To request the Belgian government to initiate without delay the procedure leading to the

     setting up of a fourth European School in or near Brussels and to its opening in 2004.

             Abstention : U.K.

             Against :       France.

             All other delegations were in favour.

As this was an administrative decision, merely requiring the initiation of a procedure rather than

the actual setting up itself the resolution was held to have been carried.

2.  To urge the Luxembourg government to arrange for construction of the 2nd European

School in or near Luxembourg to begin, with a view to its opening in September 2004.

This was approved unanimously (the French lifting their reservations on the following morning as

explained above).

3. To grant the children of the staff of the permanent representations of the applicant states a sta-

tus equivalent to category 1 status on a transitional basis, for administration purposes and for their

enrolment in existing language sections in the European Schools.

4. The Board agreed after much discussion that this could only be accepted if it did not entail

creating new groups. With that clarification this was accepted, France and Denmark abstaining

and Greece expressing a reservation

This  decision is to be applied from September 2002.

The other proposals under point 8 of the document were posponed and referred to the Troika. The

proposal for setting up steering groups would have to await a definitive decision to open the

schools.

3.Optimisation : the troïka’s work programme
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The role of the Troika was debated at length. Among the role’s suggested for it were that of

a bridge between the preparatory committees and the Board of Governors :

- a spokesperson for the Board of Governors

- a facilitator of decision-making of the Board of Governors

- assistance to the Board of Governors in deciding its agenda, its priorities
and its follow-up

- a guarantor of the continuity of the Board’s actions and decisions.

Among the counsels  of caution were the following.

The Troika should not

i. usurp the functions of the Board itself or of the secretariat. The latter
should assist it in its work.

ii. short-circuit the necessary consultative process through the preparatory
committees with the stakeholders of the system - inspectors, parents,
teachers and AFC.

It was decided that the Troïka would consider the 9-year rule and application
of the differential allowance.

The President in his summary acknowledged the need for the Troika to keep
in touch with the various committees. He noted and accepted remarks made
by a number of delegations about the need for more frequent meetings of the
Troika than were suggested in the document.

He emphasised that there was never any intention that the Troika should
usurp power from any of the existing organs.

The  following  document  was then approved.

The Troïka, which was created by decision of the Board of Governors meeting at Alicante on 24

and 25 April 2001, is a group whose role it is to reflect upon, to coordinate and to facilitate the

work of the Board especially in the matter of the optimisation of the functioning of the schools.

Among the topics which arise under the general title of optimisation, the Troïka considers that of

the enlargement of the E.U. to be the most crucial. In this context three subjects would seem to

merit   priority treatment.

- the integration of pupils whose mother tongue is not the language of any of  the

language sections in the school in which they are enrolled,

- the reduction of the number of small groups,

- the more equal sharing out of tasks and financial burdens among the member states.

The group may avail itself of the pedagogical, administrative and financial resources of the dele-

gations of the Troïka members. It may also, if it deems it necessary, have recourse to expertise

available in the schools or indeed outside the system.

The Troïka will consult regularly with parents’ and teachers’ representatives. It has the intention

to use the normal channels of communication or the normal procedures of decision making in
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The next meeting of the Troïka will take place before the next meeting of the Board of Gover-

nors in January 2002. The first reports will have to be submitted at the April 2002 meeting of the

Board.

B6 Creation of administrative and ancillary staff posts at the Alicante and
Frankfurt-am-Main  European Schools (2001-D-2710)

The posts of Technician, Caretaker and ICT Technician would be created from August 2002
instead of January 2003. The post of Accountant and one post of Secretary for each School
proposed for February/March 2002 and of Nursery Assistant proposed for September 2002 would
be confirmed  at the April meeting of the Board of Governors.

Other than that the dates proposed in the document for the creation of the various posts were
accepted as the earliest dates possible for their creation it being left to the Directors to determine,
within that limitation, at which precise date to create the post.

B7 Creation of the posts of Deputy Director for the primary cycle at Alicante and
Frankfurt-am-Main (2001-D-4710)

The creation of these posts was approved. The Representative was to establish by written
procedure which countries would propose candidates and make the necesary arrangements for
the selection procedure.

The new Deputy  Directors would take up their posts on 1 September 2002.

B8  2002 budgets of the Alicante and Frankfurt-am-Main European Schools (2001-D-2610)

The budgets for the Alicante and Frankfurt-am-Main schools were adopted.

B.10. Choice of nationality for the posts of Deputy-Director for the primary cycle to the
Alicante and Frankfurt-am-Main  European Schools (2001-D-4010)

Mr ZANZEN, Deputy Director Primary of Brussels I had indicated that he would be applying to
his authorities (Belgium) for approval of his retirement in September 2002. The Belgian
delegation confirmed that Mr ZANZEN could indeed retire. There were therefore 3 vacancies for
posts of Deputy Director Primary.

As many delegations had to leave and as the consultation process with serving deputies reg
transfer was not complete it was decided that the establishment of a list of countries eligi
propose candidates for the posts at Alicante, Frankfurt-am-Main and Brussels I wou
established by written procedure. A calendar would be established before the January mee
the Board for the completion of the selecting process enabling an appointment to be made
May meeting of the Board.
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MANDATE GIVEN TO THE TROIKA

The Board gave the following mandate to the Troka :

To reflect upon, to coordinate and to facilitate the work of the Board especially in the matter o
optimisation of the functioning of the schools.

The enlargement of the E.U. and its consequences for the schools was the most crucia
arising here.

Three subjects merit priority treatment :

- the integration of pupils whose mother tongue is not the language of any of the lang
sections in the school in which they are enrolled,

- the reduction of the number of small groups,

- the more equal sharing ou of tasks and financial burdens among the member states.
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